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1. barked verb made the short loud cry of a dog. 

2. sway verb to move in usually slow and rhythmic back and forth 
movements. 

3. harsh adjective physically disagreeable : uncomfortable. 

4. porch noun a covered entrance to a building usually with a roof. 

5. crops plural noun plants or animals that can be grown and harvested on a large 
scale for profit or food. 

6. order verb to require or request with authority that something be done : to 
command. 

7. stumped verb blocked the progress or efforts of : perplexed, confused. 

8. blue adjective having the color of the clear sky or the deep sea. 

9. sorry adjective feeling emotional suffering over the loss of some good; feeling 
sadness or regret. 

10. many adjective consisting of or amounting to a large but indefinite number : 
not few. 

11. blast noun an enjoyably exciting experience, occasion, or event. 

12. shelf noun a thin flat piece of wood or other material fastened horizontally 
at a distance from the floor (as on a wall or in a frame) to hold 
objects. 
 

13. chores plural noun recurring tasks performed at regular intervals in the running of 
a farm, home, or business. 

14. bottom noun the lower or lowest section, point, region, or level. 

15. busy adjective doing something requiring time or attention : not idle or at 
leisure. 

The School Spelling Bee Study List is broken down into three levels of difficulty: One Bee, Two Bee and Three 
Bee. One Bee words include words appropriate for first, second and third grade. 
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16. copy verb to try to be like or similar to : to follow especially in behavior or 
actions. 

17. tales plural noun stories. 

18. stairs plural noun steps of a series for going up or down to a different level (as 
within a building). 

19. white noun of a color like that of new snow or clean milk. 

20. speck noun a tiny bit of something : a small piece, particle, or amount. 

21. leave verb to go away or depart from. 

22. pace noun rate of performance or delivery : speed. 

23. party noun a social gathering of persons for entertainment or fun. 

24. smell verb to have an odor or scent : to give off an aroma. 

25. moon noun a body orbiting another of larger size in the sky. 

26. washing verb cleaning the body, especially the hands and face, with water. 

27. two adjective being one more than one in number. 

28. trash noun something worth relatively little or nothing : junk : rubbish. 

29. bobbed verb moved down and up or up and down suddenly and briefly and 
often repeatedly. 

30. some pronoun a part of a group. 

31. what pronoun — used in questions as a pronoun to ask about the identity of 
an object or matter. 

32. few plural pronoun not many persons or things. 

33. pail noun a cylindrical container for catching, holding, or carrying liquids 
or solids. 

34. area noun any particular amount of space or surface. 
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35. story noun an account of some incident or event; often : a tale written or 
told especially for the entertainment of children. 

36. sheesh interjection — used to express disappointment, annoyance, or surprise. 

37. sole noun the part of a shoe or other article of footwear on which the 
bottom of the foot rests and upon which the wearer walks. 

38. files plural noun groups of related data records, such as for a computer. 

39. wiggle verb to move back and forth or up and down with quick jerky or 
shaking motions. 

40. baggy adjective loose, puffed out, or hanging. 

41. phone verb to call (a person) using a device for reproducing sounds, 
especially speech, at a distance. 

42. blame verb to express disapproval of : to find fault with. 

43. skipped verb passed over without notice, mention, or attention. 

44. crafty adjective skilled at deceiving others : cunning, wily. 

45. scars plural noun marks left in the skin where it has been injured (as by a burn or 
cut) and healed. 

46. table noun a piece of furniture consisting of a smooth flat slab fixed on 
legs. 

47. roots plural noun the underground parts of a plant. 

48. stinky adjective that sends out a strong and bad smell. 

49. only adjective alone in a class or category. 

50. bones plural noun the hard parts of the skeleton. 

 


